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The impact of chimeras
Assembly of metagenomes has been challenged as the 
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species may result in chimeras, i.e. contigs containing reads 
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quent for closely related species, and less severe for more 
distant organisms. Thus, we expect that chimeras are more 
likely to involve reads from similar biomes, rather than cre-
ating spurious links between unrelated metagenomes.

To address the impact of chimeras, we recommend to 
compare cross-assemblies with stringent/permissive as-
sembly parameters, containing fewer/more chimeras, re-
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Metagenomes are often interpreteded by mapping 
reads to an annotated reference database. Necessarily, 
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Moreover, many microbes lack sequenced relatives in the 
database, resulting in large numbers of unknowns that are 
often ignored in further analyses [1].

A promising alternative is reference-independent com-
parative metagenomics by cross-assembly [2].
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Comparative metagenomics
The plot above shows many cross-contigs that exclu-

sively contain reads from both fecal metagenomes (the 
yellow diamonds in the bottom plane), while few contigs 
combine reads from the fecal and nasal metagenomes. 
Thus, we can calculate similarities between metagenomes 
based on the cross-contigs and create a cladogram [2].
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As cross-assembly is independent of a reference data-
base, it allows relatively unexplored environments (e.g. 
water samples [4, 5]) to be compared comprehensively.
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the number of reads assembled from each metagenome. 
Contigs with correlating occurrence
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be  derived from the  same genome
[7] or otherwise related biologically
(below).
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feces. After careful reassembly, we recovered the genome 
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the metagenome to a database of known sequences.
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To predict the host of this novel bacteriophage, we 
screened 151 fecal metagenomes [8] for its presence, as well 
as the presence of 404 intestinal bac-
terial genomes that were consid-
ered  as  potential  hosts.  The
�����������	�����Q�����	����O
ated and clustered,  and  the
phage clustered with its pro-
posed   Bacteroidetes   host.
Two previously known Bacte-
roides phages clustered similar-
ly, providing a positive control.
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